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              THE PROJECT SUMMARY                             
E World (Better Electro World) is a project which is set

up on the idea that VET (Vocational Education and Training)
can  be  learned  best  if  a  student  acquires  vocational
qualifications  by  the  good  samples  of  practices  on  peer
learning  and  project  based  implementations.  The  main
reason for this project is to lessen the educational barriers
of  VET  which  hinder  a  student  to  be  successful  and
proactive. The idea of this project on peer learning with the
good examples of project based learning comes after finding
that we have a lot of common needs, problems and reasons
for participating in a European partnership.

In the implementation of this project, "Learn & Do" step 
is improved and reinforced by taking the next step "Learn 
&Teach". We aim to train trainees/workers for reaching 
good quality with an international knowledge, vocational 
skills and individual competence base, relevant to working 
life. That will increase their employability not only in their 
national business but also in the EU labor market. In 
addition, this will set up the frame for their lifelong learning.
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Internet Network

Internet! I don’t think we can imagine life without it.  But if
there's one thing I love it's the science behind it.  Most of
the people use it every day, but not a lot of them know, how
it  actualy works.  The origins of the internet date back to
1960s, when they started using it to build robots. Do you
want to know, how the internet works? "? Let's take a closer
look.
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How to Install a small Internet Network
This project will focus on the installation of a simple internet
network with 4 Electric plugs with wires UTP (RJ45).

Before we install the project we should learn the materials
we need for this project.

Then ,we draw the circuits and pipe scheme.

Then, we install the materials.

After installing the circuit, try if all the wires are conected
properly.
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Wiring Materials
A - RJ45 connector : 

RJ45  (RJ means registered jack)  is  a standardized physical
network  interface  for  connecting  telecommunications  or
data equipment.  It has 8 contacts and 8 positions.
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B - Ethernet Cable: 

A  ethernet  cable  is  one  of  the  most  popular  forms  of
network  cable  used  on  wired  networks. Ethernet  cables
connect devices together within a local  area network, like
PCs, routers,  and switches. Given  that  these  are  physical
cables, they do have their limitations, both in the distance
that they can stretch and still carry proper signals, and their
durability.  This  is  one reason there  are  different  types  of
Ethernet  cables;  to  perform  certain  tasks  in  particular
situations.
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C- RJ45 plug :  

RJ45 plug is a female connector. It  has 8 positions and 8
contacts. It is important, how we wire it. The same colors
must be connected together.

D - Wire canal:

Wire canal is used for pass cables UTP. 
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E – Configuration switch CISCO 2560:  

A configuration switch works like a normal switch. You can
plug  in  more  ethernet  cables  and  use  internet  on  more
computers.
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Step 1- Draw the Electric Scheme 
We  should  draw  the  electric  scheme  of  a  small  internet
network connection.

Circuit Diagram:
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Wire Installation:

You can follow wire installation, colors of wires and  the 
order of the wires.

Step 2 – Mount The Materials To the Board
Choose the correct positions for each materials.

a. Mount the canal for the cables
b. Mount the ethernet sockets
c. Mount the switch
d. Mount the cables in the canals
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Step 3 – Install the Wires

a. Remove the 
isolation of the 
end of each wire

b. At one end of the 
wire install a RJ45 
plug. Be careful to 
put the colors in the 
right order.

c. Connect the other end of 
the wire to the ethernet 
socket. Be careful to put 
them in the same order as 
you put them at the other 
end.
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d. Put the wires in the wire canal.
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Step 4 - Test the Circuit

When we finished making the circuit, we had to test it. We
used the cable tester you can see on the photo. If all the
lights  on  the  tester  are  flicking,  that  means  that  all  the
cables are connected properly. 
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Things To Be Aware Of
I. Be careful not to leave any open space when insulating

the cables with tape after connecting the cables.

II. Be  careful  not  to  tighten the  screws  too  much when
installing the plastic because the plastic may break.

III. Be careful not to damage the conductors when opening
the terminals because the cables are thin

IV. Be careful to use the same order of wires of both ends
of a cable, because otherwise it will not work.

V. Be careful when opening the terminals because you may
cut yourself.

VI. When connecting the cables to the materials, connect
them in the screw tightening direction.
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Questions:
1)          How many wires does the ethernet wire have?

A) 4
B) 6
C) 8
D) 10

2) Which color is not one of the colors of the wires in
the cable?

A) Brown
B) Blue
C) Purple
D) Green

3) What do we use to remove the wire isolation?

A)                   B)                     C)                     D)
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Klemen JERNEJC
Mobile:  +38641936762
Email:
klemen.jernejc@gmail.com

Hi, I am Klemen.
I am electric and electronics I
student  in  Celje,  Slovenia.  I  am  interested  in  Electronic
programming and web projects.

Better Electro-World is my first Erasmus Project.
Better Electro-World excites me more because it is entirely
related  to  my  profession.   I  will  learn  what  are  the
differences  in  learning  about  electricity  in  European
countries.  I will produce mini projects from students from
other countries.
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Pedro Sànchez
Cabrera
Mobile:
+34622160315
Email:

Hello my name is Pedro, I am a student of electronics and
electricity,  at  the IES  Santa  Lucia  Institute,  located in  the
municipality of santa lucia de tirajana; on the island of Gran
Canaria; This is my second Erasmus + experience. I live in a
neighborhood; I'm 21 years old, and my hobbies are playing
video games on the computer, and listening to music

Better Electro-World is like a friendship websites.
student  who  couldn’t  not  understand  the  course  and
student  who learned the  course  meets  by  the agency  of
Better Electro-World.
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Miguel Gomes
Mobile:  +351911937622
Email: 

    

Hello, my name is Miguel Gomes.

When I was kid I always loved work with computers. When I
finish  the  school  I  want  to   keep  working  with  the
computers.  My  favourite  hobbies  are  playing  computer
games, listening to music and go out with friends.   
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Eray ERLER
Mobile:  +905349392327
Email:
erayerler5@gmail.com  

Hi, I'm Eray;
I  am  studying  at
Samandıra  Vocational
and Technical Anatolian
High School.
My  interests  ;  to  try
different things, travel, and of course electricity.
I  have  a  YouTube  channel  called  Just  watch.  I  share
interesting videos on my channel. Untried pranks, football
commentary, computer game criticism and more.
Better-ElectroWorld is exactly what I'm looking for because I
like sharing with everyone who wants to know. I share both
my knowledge and I learn while sharing.

Better Electro-World is like a friendship websites.
student  who  couldn’t  not  understand  the  course  and
student  who learned the  course  meets  by  the agency  of
Better Electro-World.
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Letalleur ARMAND
Mobile: 
Email: 

Hello my name Armand  LETALLEUR.

 I live in France in Nomandis. 

My high school in Clement Ader. It is a professinal high 
school.
 
My hobys are playing video games and reading a manga.
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